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Abstract
Recent research has investigated how personality trait differences influence the processing of emotion conveyed by pictures, but limited research has examined the emotion conveyed by words. The present study investigated whether extraversion (extroverts vs. introverts) and neuroticism (high neurotics vs. low neurotics) influence the processing of positive, neutral, and negative words that were matched for arousal. Electroencephalography (EEG) was recorded from healthy participants while they performed a lexical decision task. We found that personality traits influenced emotional word recognition at N400 (300-450 ms) and LPC (450-800 ms). At the earlier (N400) stage, the more extraverted and neurotic a participant was, the more reduced the N400s for the positive words relative to neutral words were. This suggested that the extroverts and high neurotics (i.e., high impulsivity) identified positive content in words during lexical feature retrieval, which facilitated such retrieval. At the later (LPC) stage, both the introverts and high neurotics (i.e., high anxiety) showed greater LPCs to negative than neutral words, indicating their sustained attention and elaborative processing of negative information. These results suggested that extraversion and neuroticism collectively influence different stages of emotional word recognition in a way that is consistent with Gray's biopsychological theory of personality.
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Introduction
Do people with different personality traits process emotional content in different ways? Two of the personality traits, extraversion (extraverted vs. introverted) and neuroticism (neurotic vs. nonneurotic), have been the focus of many trait theories (Cattell, 1965; Costa & McCrae, 1992; Eysenck, 1947, 1967). Extraversion and neuroticism form a two-dimensional space that influences a person’s motivation and sensitivity to emotional stimuli. In terms of extraversion, extraverted individuals are sensitive to positive cues, such as agreement, compliment, and self-references, and tend to report positive affects in the environment (Pennebaker & King, 1999). In contrast, introverts tend to mute expression of positive affect due to their reserved or reflective characteristics (Morris, 1979). Physiologically, extroverts seek excitement and social interactions to heighten their reticulohypothalamic–cortical arousal level, while introverts tend to avoid social interactions in an effort to keep such cortical arousal to a minimum (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985; Watson & Clark, 1997). In terms of neuroticism, neuroticism is associated with emotion instability and the sensitivity to negative stimuli, such as anxiety, depression, or anger (John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008; Watson, Clark, & Harkness, 1994). Neurotic people are characterized by an increase of reactivity to the limbic system that is sensitive to emotionally arousing stimuli, with its level affecting the tendency of affective reactivity and emotion regulation (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985).

Recent neuroanatomical studies using pictures supported the impact of these two personality traits on emotion processing. Neu rally, extraversion is positively correlated with the volume of medial orbitofrontal cortex, a brain region involved in processing reward information, whereas neuroticism is negatively correlated with the volume of hippocampus, which are associated with threat, punishment, and negative emotion (DeYoung et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2006). Several imaging studies using pictorial stimuli also revealed differential brain
involvement in emotion perception/regulation depending on personality traits. For example, extraversion is correlated with responses to positive pictures in the inferior, middle and superior frontal gyri, the cingulate gyrus, the inferior and middle temporal gyri, the basal ganglia, and amygdala, whereas neuroticism is correlated with increased medial prefrontal response to negative pictures but decreased orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and right temporal lobe responses to positive pictures (Canli, 2004; Canli et al., 2001; Kehoe, Toomey, Balsters, & Bodde, 2012). These findings support Gray’s biological theory of personality (Gray, 1981), in which extraversion is associated with the behavioral activation system (BAS), and neuroticism with the behavioral inhibition system (BIS). BAS is hypothesized to be sensitive to reward stimuli or incentives, whereas BIS is activated by stimuli of punishment and nonreward. The two systems are negatively correlated, indicating an association between personality traits and emotion: BAS may be more motivated by the need to achieve positive rewards than the need to avoid negative outcomes, whereas BIS shows a reversed pattern.

Language is a common way to communicate emotions in daily life, but few studies have explored how personality traits affect the recognition/comprehension of emotional words. Words differ from pictures in many ways. Words name generic types, and pictures display a specific instance of a type (Lai, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2012). Words may require more cognitive resources, and pictures may be visually salient and/or processed more rapidly (Wood, Lupyan, & Niedenthal, 2016). Importantly, words are assumed to be less perceptually complex than pictures, which may lead to different emotional significance influenced by biological preparedness of an individual (Kissler, Assadollahi, & Herbert, 2006).

Only a handful of behavioral studies examined the influences of extraversion and neuroticism on emotional word processing, Borkenau, Paelecke, and Yu (2010) found that extraverted identified pleasant words faster than neutral or unpleasant words, suggesting that pleasant concepts are more accessible in extraverts. Matthews, Pitcaithly, and Mann (1995) found that both neurotic and nonneurotic individuals showed larger priming effects for negative prime-target pairs than positive pairs. But when the prime-target pairs were neutral words, the neurotic group showed a stronger priming effect than the nonneurotic controls. This suggests that the attention bias to negative word pairs may extend to neutral ones in neurotics, highlighting the bias shift on valence processing in a preattentive way. It is, however, unclear when personality traits start to bias valence processing through the aforementioned behavioral studies. Neurophysiological studies have better temporal resolution and can shed light on the issue. Before discussing such results, a brief review on the electrophysiological correlates of emotional words is needed. Early event-related potential (ERP) effects as early as ~100 ms (e.g., P1 and N1) have been reported in response to emotional words, albeit with mixed results (Herbert, Junghöfer, & Kissler, 2008; Herbert, Kissler, Junghöfer, Peyk, & Rockstroh, 2006; Hofmann, Kuchinke, Tamm, Vö, & Jacobs, 2009; Palazova, Mautwill, Sommer, & Schacht, 2011; Scott, O’Donnell, Leuthold, & Sereno, 2009). It is suggested that the P1 and N1 may be generated in left occipito-temporal areas, including the middle temporal gyrus and the fusiform gyrus, which reflect the link between the detection of visual emotional stimuli and the acquisition of conditioned responses (Hofmann et al., 2009). However, these early emotion effects may be highly dependent on word frequency (Scott et al., 2009).

A second ERP component often associated with emotional words is the early posterior negativity (EPN), which peaks between 200 and 300 ms after stimulus onset. EPN has an occipito-temporal scalp distribution and its amplitudes are typically larger for emotionally valenced (positive and negative) words than for neutral words (Citron, Weekes, & Ferstl, 2013; Herbert et al., 2008; Hinojosa et al., 2010; Hofmann et al., 2009; Kissler, Herbert, Winkler, & Junghöfer, 2009; Palazova et al., 2011; Recio, Conrad, Hansen, & Jacobs, 2014; Sass et al., 2010; Schacht & Sommer, 2009a, b; Scott et al., 2009). Researchers have postulated two possible functional significances for the EPN: (1) automatic processing of emotional stimuli or (2) selective attention. Some associated EPN with an initial automatic processing of emotional stimuli that is perhaps arousal-driven, because it is not modulated by the tasks or depths of processing (Kissler et al., 2006; Schacht & Sommer, 2009a). In this time window, source analyses showed that emotion can facilitate the mapping of the visual stimulus with its corresponding lexical representation, as reflected by enhanced activities in the visual word form area for emotional words (Schacht & Sommer, 2009a). Others associated EPN with selective attention, selectively orienting the readers toward emotion without distinguishing valence and arousal dimensions in this stage (Citron, 2012).

In the similar time window as the EPN, P2 can sometimes be found over fronto-central sites during emotional word processing (Begleiter & Platz, 1969; Begleiter, Porjesz, & Garozzo, 1979; Bernat, Bunce, & Shevlin, 2001; Schacht & Sommer, 2009b; Schapkin, Gusev, & Kuhl, 2000). Emotional words typically elicited larger P2 than neutral ones, but not all the studies reported the P2 effects. For instance, Kanske and Kotz (2007) presented positive, negative, and neutral nouns in the right and left visual fields in a lexical decision task and found greater P2 for positive than neutral stimuli, indicating a positive offset under low levels of arousal input. In contrast, Caretiet et al. (2008) showed no P2 elicitation using insults, compliments, and neutral adjectives in a same task. Generally, P2 effects can be associated with automatic processing of emotion regardless of the depths of word processing, such as passive viewing (Begleiter & Platz, 1969), subliminal presentation (Bernat et al., 2001), lexical decision tasks (Kanske &
Kotz, 2007; Schacht & Sommer, 2009b), or affective evaluation tasks (Begleiter et al., 1979; Herbert et al., 2006).

Another component associated with emotional word processing is N400, which peaks around 300-500 ms and often is anteriorly distributed in such studies (Imbir, Spustek & Zygierekuc, 2016; Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Palazova et al., 2011; Recio et al., 2014; Sass et al., 2010). Neutral words tended to elicit greater N400s than both positive and/or negative ones during word processing. For instance, Kanske and Kotz (2007) reported a larger N400 to neutral words than both positive and negative words, with the effect more pronounced in concrete nouns than abstract nouns. The (frontal) N400 can be associated with the facilitated activation of the features contained in the lexical item from the semantic memory and the word recognition stage of processing (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011). Such an attenuated N400 to emotional words suggests that these words are semantically grouped in the mind to facilitate semantic processing.

The most commonly seen ERP component in emotional word studies is a late positivity component (LPC). It peaks between 500 and 800 ms and has a centro-parietal scalp distribution. In some cases, the LPC extends several hundred milliseconds, forming a sustained slow positivity peaking between 700 and 1,000 ms. Emotionally valenced words elicited a larger LPC than neutral words (Carretli et al. 2008; Citron et al., 2013; Herbert et al., 2008; Hinojosa et al., 2010; Hofmann et al., 2009; Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Palazova et al., 2011; Schacht & Sommer, 2009a, b; Zhang et al., 2014). For example, the LPC was larger for unpleasant words than for neutral and positive words (Kanske & Kotz, 2007). This is termed “negativity bias,” according to which people attend more to negative stimuli than positive ones when salient features, such as word frequency and arousal, are matched. As a part of a larger P3 family, LPC may reflect the reallocation of attention toward an elaborate elaborative evaluation of emotion features in the stimulus. However, the negativity bias can be attenuated or even shifted to a positivity bias due to word concreteness or categories (i.e., verbs, adjectives, and nouns) (Herbert et al., 2006; Herbert et al., 2008; Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Kessler et al., 2009; Palazova et al., 2011).

Little work has addressed how personality traits impact emotional word recognition. One such study (Bartsuk et al., 1996) presented participants with positive, neutral, and negative adjectives and had them perform either a structural task (word length judgment) or an affective task (valence judgment). Their general findings were that extraverts reacted to emotional adjectives in both tasks, regardless of word valence, while introverts reacted to emotional and neutral adjectives in the affective task. Specifically, extraverts showed a larger P3 to both the positive and negative adjectives than the neutral ones in both the structural and affective tasks. Task difference was revealed in the scalp distribution of the P3 effects, namely, a posterior P3 effect in the structural task and a frontal-posterior P3 effect in the affective task. In contrast, introverts showed a posterior P3 effect for the emotional relative to the neutral adjectives, accompanied by a frontal P3 effect for the negative and neutral adjectives relative to the positive ones, in the affective task only. The authors suggested that the parietal P3 reflects cognitive processing and that the frontal P3 reflects the processing of emotional valence, possibly the attention reallocation to valence information. Interestingly, neuroticism did not modulate the P3. One caveat was that word arousal might not be well controlled (Bartsuk et al. 1996) and could explain the extraversion modulation of P3 effects.

Because of the lack of studies on personality and emotional words, we will briefly review studies on personality and emotional pictures to gain an insight of what we expect in the ERPs. Yuan et al. (2012) manipulated emotional valence of pictures (i.e., highly/moderately positive, highly/ moderately negative) in a visual oddball paradigm. Extroverts showed a larger P2 (140-200 ms) and P3 (330-460 ms) in response to all the positive pictures than ambiverts, a group of nonextraverted and nonintroverted individuals. In contrast, ambiverts showed a larger EPN (220-300 ms) and P3 to the moderately negative pictures than extroverts. In Speed et al. (2015), high extraversion also was associated with a larger LPC (300-1,000 ms) in viewing both the positive and negative pictures. However, no LPC effect was observed for low extraversion or neuroticism. The inconsistent results in these two studies may arise from the sample they chose. The former recruited undergraduate students that were aged 19-29 years, whereas the latter, female adolescents were aged 13.5-15.5 years. Nevertheless, they provided electrophysiological indices of possible influences from personality traits on emotion processing.

To summarize, studies on emotional words reported the ERP components: P1/N1, P2/EPN, N400, and LPC. The LPC was the most reliably found among them, indexing attention reallocation towards emotion contents. Personality traits mainly modulated P3s during emotional word recognition: frontal P3s are associated with an enhanced attention to valence information, while parietal P3s, cognitive processing. More informative reports on the influence of personality traits came from emotional picture processing. The P2/EPN, P3, and LPC could all be modulated: early P2 and EPN effects reflected the amount of early attention allocated to biologically significant stimuli, whereas later P3s/LPCs, the cognitive evaluation of stimulus meaning.

In the current study, we examined the time course of influences of extraversion and neuroticism on the visual recognition of emotional words. The study was novel because of its focus on words, because little research had examined the impact of personality on emotional words. We chose the extraversion and neuroticism traits, as implicit in positive and negative emotions, to examine whether and how semantic
processing and affective responses could be influenced by each trait respectively (i.e., Eysenck’s personality model) or collectively (i.e., Gray’s BAS/BIS). Participants did a self-paced, lexical decision task, where they decided whether a letter string was a word or a nonword. We expected that extraversion would modulate P3 or LPC based on Bartussek et al. (1996), Yuan et al. (2012), and Specd et al. (2015). Specifically, extroverts would show a larger P3 or LPC in response to positive words compared with negative, due to their enhanced attention to positive emotions. In contrast, introverts would show an enhanced P3 or LPC for negative words than positive. In the N400 timeframe, we predicted a smaller N400 for positive words in extroverts and/or negative words in introverts, due to the ease of semantic information retrieval in certain types of valence words. For neuroticism, because previous studies often showed null effects, we do not have a strong expectation and would explore the effects, if any, in emotional words. We believe the study could shed light on the interrelationship between personality traits and semantic/affective processing.

Methods

Participants

Forty-two native Mandarin speakers (23 males), aged between 20 and 40 (mean age ± SD = 26.24 ± 4.86) years, participated in the experiment for payment. They were recruited through online advertisements in Taipei, Taiwan. Some of them (43%) had college degrees, and others were undergraduate students. All were healthy, right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. These participants had no neurological disorders or psychiatric illness. They gave informed consents in accordance with the local ethics committee prior to participation.

We ensured that the participants were nondepressive using the Beck Depression Inventory-second edition (BDI-II). The BDI-II is a self-report, 21-item questionnaire that measures levels of depression with 4-point scales ranging from 0 to 3 based on severity of each item (Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961). It has good reliability and validity in both the college student and patient samples. The internal reliability (Cronbach’s α) is 0.92 for clinical patients and 0.93 for college students, with the test-retest reliability being 0.93. The total score ranges from 0 to 63, with the suggested cutoff score for mild depression being 16 (Lu, Che, Chang, Shen, 2002). Overall our participants’ mean BDI-II total score is 5.45 (SD = 5.05), suggesting that they are nondepressive. Data from four participants were excluded from the analysis due to a high BDI-II score (i.e., score > 16; N = 1) and excessive artifacts in the EEG data (N = 3).

Personality measures

We measured extraversion and neuroticism using a short-scale edition of the Eysenck personality questionnaire revised (EPQ-R, Eysenck, Eysenck, & Barrett, 1985). The EPQ-R is a self-report, 48-item questionnaire that can measure levels of extraversion and neuroticism on scales ranging from 0 to 12, with 0 indicating the lowest and 12 the highest level of that trait. It has good reliability and validity in the adult sample. The Cronbach’s α for the scale of extraversion is 0.84-0.88, and for the scale of neuroticism, 0.80-0.84. The participants were first categorized into extroverts versus introverts (N = 19 each), based on the median scores on the extraversion (median = 6.5, mean = 6.13, SD = 4.17) subscale in EPQ-R. Then, all of the participants were again categorized into high versus low neurotics (N = 19 each), according to the median scores on the neuroticism (median = 4.5, mean = 5.58, SD = 3.96) subscale. The characteristics of the participants included in the final analysis are presented in Table 1. Participants’ extraversion and neuroticism scores were negatively correlated (r = −0.479, p = 0.002). That is, the more extraverted an individual was, the less neurotic the individual was. We did not focus on psychopathy in this study, because it is more linked to psychoticism, such as schizophrenia in Eysenck et al.’s (1985) personality model, and we focused only on healthy populations in our study.

Materials

The word stimuli in the EEG experiment consisted of 108 positive words, 108 negative words, and 108 neutral words in Mandarin Chinese (Table 2), and each word type contained 36 adjectives, 36 nouns, and 36 verbs to cover both the emotive words and emotionally valenced words. The selection process is detailed as follows. We started with 1,040

Table 1 Demographic information, BDI-II, and EPQ-R scores of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extroverts</th>
<th>Introverts</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (Male: Female)</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>26.58 (4.68)</td>
<td>24.74 (3.73)</td>
<td>−1.340</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI-II</td>
<td>3.58 (4.02)</td>
<td>5.37 (3.73)</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPQ-R: Extraversion</td>
<td>9.89 (1.66)</td>
<td>2.37 (1.77)</td>
<td>−13.506</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPQ-R: Neuroticism</td>
<td>4.11 (3.97)</td>
<td>7.05 (3.44)</td>
<td>2.446</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High neurotics</th>
<th>Low neurotics</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (Male: Female)</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>24.32 (3.61)</td>
<td>27.00 (4.57)</td>
<td>2.010</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI-II</td>
<td>5.32 (3.97)</td>
<td>5.63 (3.80)</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPQ-R: Extraversion</td>
<td>4.21 (3.85)</td>
<td>8.05 (3.63)</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPQ-R: Neuroticism</td>
<td>9.05 (2.17)</td>
<td>2.11 (1.41)</td>
<td>−11.693</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
emotional word stimuli based on two sources: (1) the Chinese emotion word database (Cho, Chen, & Cheng 2013), which consisted of 613 words that denote emotion states or elicited emotions, and (2) the Chinese Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary, which consisted of 427 Affect words that refer to or induce emotion processes (Huang et al., 2012). Then, we excluded repetition and words that have both emotional and nonemotional meanings: e.g., bā guà means both gossip and the Eight Trigrams. The exclusion was conducted based on Chinese Gigaword Corpus (Huang, 2009) implemented in Chinese Word Sketch Engine (Huang et al., 2005). After the exclusion, we conducted three pretests on the remaining 750 words and collected ratings for these words along the valence (−3 = negative to 3 = positive), arousal (1 = low arousing to 7 = high arousing), and imageability dimension (1 = hardly imageable to 7 = very imageable). A total of 279 college students participated in the pretests online.

Based on the ratings, we selected 108 positive words (e.g., yú kuài, joyful; gū lǐ, encourage; hūn lǐ, wedding), 108 negative words (e.g., bēi fèn, grievous; tè nǎo, irritable; xiǎo tōu, thief), and 108 neutral words (e.g., pǐng dàn, calm; xuān qù, select; yè wàn, night). Confirming the experimental manipulation, we found a main effect of valence (positive, neutral, negative) \((F(2, 321) = 2.843.71, p < 0.001)\); positive words scored higher on valence ratings than neutral words, followed by negative words (all \(p\) values < 0.001). There was a main effect of arousal \((F(2, 321) = 83.25, p < 0.001)\), which came from the higher arousal ratings for positive/negative words than for neutral words (both \(p\) values < 0.001). Positive words were rated as similarly arousing as negative words \((p = 0.241)\).

We also controlled for imageability ratings. There was no difference in imageability ratings across the three word types \((F(2, 321) = 1.219, p = 0.297)\).

All the word stimuli were further matched for word frequency \((F(2, 321) = 2.27, p = 0.105)\), word length (2 characters), and orthographic neighborhood sizes (both \(F(2, 321) \leq 1.613, ps \geq 0.201\)). The numbers of the orthographic neighbors, defined as the number of words that can be created by only sharing the first constituent (neighborhood size 1), or the second constituent (neighborhood size 2) characters, were computed by using python-based Load and Analysis Chinese Corpus-Natural Language Toolkit (LACCNLTK) based on Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus (Chen, Huang, Chang, & Hsu, 1996). The stimulus characteristics are presented in Table 2.

In addition to word stimuli, 324 Chinese pseudowords were created by repairing the characters randomly in the word condition to form meaningless two-character compounds. The pseudowords followed the phonological and orthographic rules in Chinese. All the 648 words and pseudowords were divided into four lists. Each list consisted of 81 words (27 positive, 27 neutral, 27 negative) and 81 pseudowords. The items within a list were randomized. The order of the lists was counterbalanced with participant number to avoid list effects.

### Procedure

Participants first completed a demographic questionnaire about their health condition, educational background, handedness, and language use. They then underwent the EEG captioning procedure. An elastic cap mounted with 32-channel Ag/AgCl electrodes was fitted on the participant’s head. After captioning, the participant was taken to a sound-proofed booth and seated at a desk facing computer screen 80-100 cm in front of them. The words were presented visually in bold white characters (Font: Courier New; point size: 18; visual angle: 1.25-1.6°) on a black background presented via E-prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.).

An example trial is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each trial started with a central fixation cross for 500 ms, followed by a blank screen for 200 ms. A target stimulus then appeared at the center of the screen and remained there for 1 second, where the participants were to read the word carefully and silently and decide whether it was a word or a pseudoword. Following the word was a question mark, and the participants had to respond by pressing the YES or NO button on a response box. We asked participants to delay their response until the question mark appeared to avoid motor artifacts in the EEG recording induced by finger movement. The button configuration (left or right) was counterbalanced across participants. After the response, a blank screen with a jitter of 1,500-2,000 ms was presented, during which participants could blink.
Fig. 1 An example of a trial with word stimulus "bored" in the lexical decision task.

Participants did ten practice trials to familiarize themselves with the procedure before the formal experiment. The session was divided into eight blocks, with a short break between blocks. Each block lasted for 6-7 minutes, and the entire session lasted for ~45 minutes.

EEG acquisition

The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 32 electrodes placed on an electrode cap arranged in the international 10-20 system (Pivik et al., 1993). The vertical and horizontal electrooculogram was recorded through two electrodes placed laterally to the left and right eye (labeled HEOH and HEOR) and two electrodes placed above and below the left eye (labeled VEOL and VEOL). Two external electrodes were placed at the left and right mastoids and scalp EEGs were referenced to an average of the right and left mastoids during online recording (NuAmps, Neuroscan, Inc.). Data were recorded with a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and amplified with an amplifier rate (gain) of 19, corresponding to an input range of ±131.5 mV. To avoid impulse artifacts, the online low pass filter was set to 100 Hz, and the high pass filter was set as DC recording. The electrode impedance was kept below 5 kΩ.

EEG data analysis

EEG recordings were processed offline with the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) and the ERPLAB plugins (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014) implemented in Matlab (Mathwork Inc.). The four mono-polar channels (HEOH, HEOR, VEOL, and VEOL) were first converted into two bipolar channels (HEOH-VEOH, VEOH-VEOL) by linear operations. The continuous EEG files were then epoched by setting the interval as 200 ms before and 800 ms after the stimulus onset, with the prestimulus interval of ~200 to 0 ms as the baseline. Then, eye artifacts (blinks and eye movements) were identified using an independent component analysis with the runica.m algorithm implemented in EEGLAB and were subtracted from the ERP data by visual inspection of the component time courses. Trials contaminated with artifacts due to body movements, alpha waves, or peak deflection exceeding ±100 mV were manually rejected before sorting and averaging. Finally, the ERP data were bandpass filtered with frequency values set at 0.1-30 Hz, 12 dB/oct, using Infinite Impulse Response (IIR)-Butterworth filtering, and grand averaged across the participants for different conditions separately.

Statistical analysis

Accuracy rates for lexical decisions were first calculated for words and pseudowords. To elucidate between-groups differences on the accuracy rates, a three-way repeated ANOVA with the factors of valence (positive, negative, neutral), extraversion (introverts, extroverts), and neuroticism (high neurotics, low neurotics) was conducted. We did not analyze the mean reaction times in the current experiment, as the delayed response of the lexical decision could render similar reaction times across conditions and participants.

For the ERP data, four-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with the same factors of valence, extraversion, neuroticism, and an additional factor of region were conducted on time windows of P2 (160-260 ms), N400 (300-450 ms), and LPC (450-800 ms) poststimulus. Following conventions in emotional word processing literature (Hofmann et al., 2009; Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Schacht & Sommer, 2009) and guided by visual inspection of the ERP grand waveforms (Figs 3, 4, and 6), we examined the distribution of the ERP effects by dividing the scalp into six regions of interest: left anterior (F3, FC3), left posterior (CP3, P3), mid-anterior (FZ, FCZ), mid-posterior (CPZ, PZ), right anterior (F4, FC4), and right posterior (CP4, P4) sites. To adjust the degrees of freedom of the F-values for violations of the sphericity assumption, Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied. The alpha levels were set as 0.05 for all statistic tests and corrected with a false discovery rate of the same level with the Benjamini-Yochberg procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) in all post-hoc comparisons. Only significant effects or interactions involving...
the factors of Valence and/or Extraversion/Neuroticism are reported below.

To better capture the continuous nature of the trait construct, we further performed multiple linear regression models for each of the six regions of interests, with participants’ extraversion scores and neuroticism scores as independent variables (i.e., predictors), and the ERP mean amplitude difference between conditions of interest as the dependent variables. The difference waves were computed by subtracting the mean amplitudes of neutral words from those of positive and negative words, respectively, and averaged within the same region of interests, in each time window as the ANOVA analyses. In total, 12 (2 Valence x 6 Regions) dependent variables were computed. Each dependent variable and the predictors were entered simultaneously in the model equation to determine which predictor was the most important, and how much variance of the dependent variable could be explained by a predictor independently from the other predictor in the equation.

Results

Behavioral results

Both words and pseudowords had similarly high mean accuracy (Word: 98.05% ± 1.34%, Pseudoword: 98.57% ± 1.57%, t(37) = -0.744, p = 0.461), indicating that participants followed instructions and did the required task.

The mean accuracies for words were further grouped according to different extraversion and neuroticism levels (Fig. 2). There was a main valence effect on accuracy rates (F(2, 68) = 5.596, p = 0.01). Overall, participants were more accurate in recognizing positive stimuli (98.6% ± 0.3%) than neutral ones (97.9% ± 0.3%), with the lowest accuracy on negative stimuli (97.2% ± 0.3%) (positive vs. neutral: p = 0.04; neutral vs. negative: p = 0.03; negative vs. positive: p = 0.01). No Extraversion/Neuroticism effects (both Fs ≤ 2.15) or other interactions (all Fs ≤ 1) were found.

ERP results

The grand averaged ERPs for valence effects for all participants are shown in Fig. 3. Apart from the visual N1 and P2 complex, the ERPs of the three experimental conditions (positive, negative, neutral) showed deflections starting from approximately 300 ms poststimulus, identified as N400s and late positivity components (LPCs). The grand averaged ERPs for valence effects for individuals with different levels of extraversion/neuroticism are plotted in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7.

In terms of extraversion, the introverts started displaying more positive mean amplitudes in response to negative words than positive/neutral words at around 160 ms poststimulus, with the effect most prominent at the frontal sites (Figs 4 and 5), whereas the extroverts did not show such a deflection. In terms of neuroticism, the high relative to low neurotics demonstrated larger ERP amplitudes to negative words than positive/neutral words around 200 ms poststimulus, with a more left-lateralized distribution (Figs 6 and 7). The statistical results for the categorical (ANOVA) and continuous (regression) analyses are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 and detailed as follows:

P2 (160-260 ms)

The repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a trend of extraversion effect (F(1, 34) = 3.777, p = 0.06, ηp² = 0.1). The extroverts elicited a slightly larger P2 than did the introverts (extraverts: 6.722 ± 0.728 uV; introverts: 4.72 ± 0.728 uV). There was a main effect of valence (F(2, 68) = 12.578, p < 0.001, ηp² = 0.27) and a valence x region interaction (F(10, 340) = 3.705, p = 0.014, ηp² = 0.098). The P2s were larger for neutral words (6.154 ± 0.572 uV) than positive (5.303 ± 0.501 uV) and negative words (5.708 ± 0.497 uV), regardless of the regions. The multiple regression model that included all the predictors and dependent variables showed no significant effect.
The repeated-measures ANOVA showed a main extraversion effect ($F(1, 34) = 4.851, p = 0.035, \eta^2_p = 0.125$). The introverts showed more negative N400s to all the words than the extroverts (extroverts: 4.163 ± 0.631 uV; introverts: 2.198 ± 0.631 uV).

There was a main effect of valence ($F(2, 68) = 6.233, p = 0.003, \eta^2_p = 0.155$). This means that in all the participants, the neutral words elicited larger N400s than the negative ones (neutral words: 2.944 ± 0.497 uV; negative words: 3.504 ± 0.457 uV). There also was a valence x region interaction ($F(10, 300) = 3.819, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.113$). The valence effect came from the left sites and midline sites (left anterior: $F(2, 74) = 11.131, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.231$; left posterior: $F(2, 74) = 8.024, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.178$; mid-anterior: $F(2, 74) = 6.701, p = 0.002, \eta^2_p = 0.153$; mid-posterior: $F(2, 74) = 6.730, p = 0.002, \eta^2_p = 0.154$). Notably, at mid-posterior sites, the neutral words elicited larger N400 amplitudes than both the negative and positive words (positive words: 2.844 ± 0.496 uV; neutral words: 2.22 ± 0.521 uV; negative words: 3.01 ± 0.503 uV).

The multiple regression models that included both the predictors (Fig. 8), the extraversion and neuroticism scores jointly predicted the difference between the neutral and positive words at only the mid-anterior sites, albeit marginal after correction ($\beta = 0.397$ for extraversion, $\beta = 0.542$ for neuroticism; adjusted R-square = 20.2%, $F(2, 35) = 5.691, p = 0.087$, uncorrected $p = 0.007$). Higher extraversion and neuroticism were associated with larger N400 effects for neutral relative to positive words. The two predictors showed low intercorrelations due to a lack of multicollinearity found between the extraversion and neuroticism scores (tolerance = 0.77, Variance inflation factor = 1.298), suggesting separate contribution from each of the traits for accounting for the variance.

The repeated-measures ANOVA showed that neuroticism interacted with valence ($F(2, 68) = 3.577, p = 0.033, \eta^2_p = 0.095$) and with valence and region ($F(10, 340) = 2.532, p = 0.045, \eta^2_p = 0.069$). In high neurotics, negative words elicited a larger LPC than the neutral and positive ones (positive words: 3.5 ± 0.48 uV; neutral words: 3.279 ± 0.541 uV; negative words: 4.17 ± 0.576 uV), mainly coming from the left anterior sites ($F(2, 36) = 12.322, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.406$; positive words: 3.533 ± 0.515 uV; neutral words: 3.208 ± 0.557 uV; negative words: 4.513 ± 0.579 uV). In low neurotics, no valence effect was found.

There also was a main effect of valence ($F(2, 68) = 3.88, p = 0.025, \eta^2_p = 0.102$) and a valence x region interaction ($F(10, 340) = 3.854, p = 0.006, \eta^2_p = 0.102$). Further comparison confirmed that negative words elicited a larger LPC than the neutral and positive ones at the left anterior sites only ($F(2, 74) = 8.679, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.190$; positive words: 3.428 ± 0.37 uV; neutral words: 3.239 ± 0.405 uV; negative words: 4.037 ± 0.385 uV).

The multiple regression models that included both the predictors (Fig. 8) showed that only the extraversion scores predicted the difference amplitudes at the right anterior sites, albeit insignificant after correction ($\beta = -0.482$; adjusted R-square = 20.4%, $F(2, 35) = 5.746, p = 0.083$, uncorrected $p = 0.007$). Participants’ extraversion scores were negatively correlated with the LPC effect for negative relative to neutral words.

### Discussion

The present study used ERP to investigate the influence of extraversion (i.e., extraverted or introverted) and neuroticism (i.e., high neurotic or low neurotic) on the visual recognition of emotional words. We found that personality traits mattered.

---

Fig. 3 Grand averaged ERPs for positive, neutral, and negative words at 9 representative electrodes.
In the P2 timeframe, the extroverts showed a slightly larger P2 than the introverts, irrespective of word valence types. In the N400 timeframe, the introverts had larger N400s than extroverts, irrespective of word valence types. The regression analysis revealed that the extroverts and high neurotics tended to have larger N400 effects for neutral relative to positive words at the mid-anterior sites, compared with the introverts and low neurotics. In the LPC timeframe, the high neurotics showed larger LPC effects for negative relative to neutral and positive words at the left anterior sites. In the regression analysis, the introverts demonstrated slightly larger LPCs for negative words relative to neutral words at the right anterior sites, compared with the extroverts.

The larger P2s for all words in extroverts than in introverts indicated an early influence of extraversion on word processing. We associate the P2 with arousal factors. As discussed in the Introduction, the reticulothalamic-cortical arousal level often is heightened in extroverts but suppressed to a minimum in introverts. The high baseline arousal level likely captures attention, which led to the enhanced P2 (Carretié, Mercado, Tapia, & Hinojosa, 2001; Yuan et al., 2012). We did not find an interaction between personality traits and word valence at the P2. The absence of such an interaction is likely due to the combination of different tasks (lexical decision vs. oddball task) and different stimulus modality (verbal vs. pictorial) employed between studies. Yuan et al. (2012) found that personality traits interacted with picture valence in the P2 timeframe. They used a modified oddball task where participants made standard/deviant distinctions of pictures. They found a larger anterior P2 for emotional
Fig. 5 Extroverts vs. Introverts: Topographies of the ERP difference waves for positive valence effects in extroverts (top row 1), negative valence effects in extroverts (second row from the top), positive valence effects in introverts (third row from the top), and negative valence effects in introverts (bottom row).
In both the high neurotic group (in the ANOVA analysis) and possibly the introverts (in the regression analysis), the negative words elicited a larger LPC than the neutral words. This suggests that the neurotics and introverts showed sustained attention and enhanced or elaborate processing of stimuli that they felt are particularly relevant to them. The similarity of the LPC result patterns between neuroticism and extraversion again suggests another re-group of the participants according to Gray’s biological theory of personality (Gray, 1981): high vs. low anxiety. Anxiety is a spectrum spanning from a “low extraversion – high neuroticism” quadrant (termed high anxiety) to a “high extraversion – low neuroticism” quadrant (termed low anxiety) that is associated with the behavioral inhibition system (BIS). The finding that the high anxiety group had a “negativity bias” – the tendency to attend to negative meaning (cf., Introduction) – provides a potential explanation for the current debate regarding whether the LPC reflects a negativity bias or a positivity bias (see Citron, 2012 for a review).

We also found that there were differential scalp distributions of the LPC effects. As a broader family of P3 effects, these effects resemble P3a that reflects orienting responses and may involve involuntarily attentional allocation. In introverts, the LPC effects spread to the right frontal regions (in the regression analysis), whereas in high neurotics, the LPC effects were more prominent in the left frontal regions (in the ANOVA analysis). EEG literature has suggested that greater left or right frontal activity can be associated with trait tendencies to approach or withdraw from emotional stimuli (Coan & Allen, 2004). Thus, the frontal LPC in introverts and high neurotics may reflect a task-dependent nature of LPCs. It is possible that our participants had varied motivational levels...
and appraisal styles, depending on the valence of the stimuli.

Alternatively, the topographical differences may simply come from the categorical (ANOVA) and continuous (regression) analysis we conducted. Data were binned into categories in the former analysis, while kept as raw individual data in the latter. This could render different effect sensitivity shown in different scalp regions.

Our results revealed that there are two stages of personality impact on emotional word processing. In the earlier (N400) stage, emotional content is identified and conceptualized as a set of conceptual/semantic features in words (Hinojosa, Moreno, & Ferré, 2019; Lindquist, 2013; Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015). In this stage, the highly impulsive people (or introverts and high neurotics) identified words with positive meaning. This means that in the high impulsivity group, the reward-seeking attribute, or the tendency to approach positive emotions, could facilitate the conceptualizing of positive emotion features in words. In the later (LPC) stage, emotional content is further attended to and processed elaborately (Hofmann et al., 2009; Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Schacht & Sommer, 2009b). In this stage, the highly anxious people (or introverts and high neurotics) attended to words with negative meaning. An alternative interpretation for what happens in the later (LPC) stage is a simulation account, where the reason for an elaborative processing of emotional words is one’s simulation of emotion experiences via episodic memory retrieval (Abbassi, Blanchette, Ansaldo, Ghassenzadeh, & Jeanette, 2009; Barsalou, 2009). For instance, LPC effects were associated with strategic mental simulation (i.e. mental imagery) activated by concrete emotional words (Kanske & Kotz, 2007). This means that in this stage, introverts and high neurotics tended to be engaged, to some degree, in past experiences induced by negative information. Yet another interpretation for the later (LPC) stage is an appraisal account (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003; Roseman & Smith, 2001).

Fig. 7 High neurotics vs. Low neurotics: Topographies of the ERP difference waves for positive valence effects in high neurotics (top row 1), negative valence effects in high neurotics (second row from the top), positive valence effects in low neurotics (third row from the top), and negative valence effects in low neurotics (bottom row)
Table 3  Summary of the three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs in the time windows of 160-260 ms, 300-450 ms, and 450-800 ms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F values</th>
<th>Time windows</th>
<th>160-260 ms</th>
<th>300-450 ms</th>
<th>450-800 ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t3.4 Valence</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.578***</td>
<td>6.233**</td>
<td>3.880*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.5 Region</td>
<td></td>
<td>63.156***</td>
<td>6.283**</td>
<td>2.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.6 Extraversion</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.777</td>
<td>4.851*</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.7 Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.8 Valence X Region</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.705*</td>
<td>3.563**</td>
<td>3.854**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.9 Valence X Extraversion</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.961</td>
<td>1.112</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.10 Valence X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>3.577*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.11 Region X Extraversion</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>2.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.12 Region X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>1.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.13 Extraversion X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>1.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.14 Valence X Extraversion X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>1.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.15 Valence X Region X Extraversion</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>1.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.16 Valence X Region X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>2.532*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.17 Region X Extraversion X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.390</td>
<td>1.313</td>
<td>1.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3.18 Valence X Region X Extraversion X Neuroticism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

Finally, our ERP data mostly replicated past research and showed that emotion effects occurred after 160 ms post-stimulus (Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Imbir et al., 2016). In the 160-260 ms time window, neutral words elicited a larger P2 than did both the positive and negative words. The results showed that emotional words and neutral words can capture attention differently early on. P2s have been found in studies not only when the incoming linguistic input is affectively salient, but also when it is unexpected in the experiment context (Leuthold, Kunkel, Mackenzie, & Filik, 2015). There are fewer neutral words than positive and negative words combined in our experiment context. The less frequent neutral words in our stimuli may override the affective salience of (relatively more) emotional words in early attention capture, leading to a larger P2 effect. In the 300-450 ms time window, neutral words elicited a greater N400 than did both positive and negative words at the mid-posterior sites. This shows that emotional words may cluster together as a group at some level regardless of their valence, which may be separate from neutral words, within the long-term memory. However, the subgrouping by valence still exists, as evidenced by its strong effect across all time windows and its interaction with personality traits in a later time window. As discussed above, words with positive connotations gained more prominence than negative ones in extroverts and high neurotics. This separates positive words from negative ones. In the 450-800 ms time window, negative words elicited a larger LPC than both positive and neutral words, implying a negativity bias usually seen in younger populations. This LPC effect can reflect an enhanced attention towards negative information in general that could be modulated by personality traits as discussed above.

Although we replicated the valence effect, we did not find N1, P1, and/or EPN effects for emotional words relative to neutral words. There are several possibilities. First, past studies that reported early P1 or N1 effects often examined words with high frequency or high arousal level (Hofmann et al., 2009; Palazova et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2009). The current study did not use words with extreme frequency or valence. In addition, the lack of EPN effects may result from overlapping effect latencies elicited by our words that contain different parts of speech (verbs and nouns). For instance, the EPN was often found when processing adjectives and nouns (Herbert et al., 2008; Hinojosa et al., 2010; Kissler et al., 2015).
Fig. 8 Co relation plots of personality trait scores and ERP amplitude differences. Left: The more extraverted and neurotics a participant is, the larger the N400 amplitude difference between positive words and neutral ones is (at the mid-anterior sites). Right: The more introverted a participant is, the larger the LPC amplitude difference between negative words and neutral ones is (at the right anterior sites).

2009). According to Palazova et al. (2011), nouns and adjectives elicited EPN-like emotion effects approximately at the same time as the onset of the lexical effect (~270 ms), while verbs’ emotion effect came much later (~350 ms). Alternatively, an EPN effect could be in disguise in our study: the P2 effect that we found might actually be a more widespread EPN with an opposite direction and polarity, given the similar effect latencies of the two effects. A final possibility for the lack of N1, P1, and/or EPN effects for emotional words relative to neutral words may be that in word stimuli, the affective content of emotional words may not be accessed before the semantic content is retrieved (Abbassi et al., 2015; Barsalou, 2009; Hinojosa et al., 2010; Trauer, Kotz, & Müller, 2015). In our lexical decision task, we oriented participants’ attention toward the lexical aspect of the word stimuli instead of the affective aspect, leading to a later activation of affective content (cf. Lai et al., 2012). There are limitations in the current study. First, the discrepancy between the continuous analysis (regression) and categorical analysis (ANOVA) we conducted suggests that continuous analyses may be more precise in accounting for variance in the ERP data than a categorical grouping for the participants (extroverts/introverts, high neurotics/low neurotics). Future studies need to consider the sensitivity of different analyses in understanding the personality impact on emotional word processing. Second, recruitment of a larger sample size of participants is expected to solidify conclusion towards the impact of personality traits on emotional word processing. Third, we used a mix of emotional words, including emotion-label words (e.g. happiness, sadness), and emotion-laden words (e.g. wedding, death). These categories may rely on different mechanisms and cortical regions. For instance, Zhang et al. (2014) found only negative emotion-label words elicited LPC amplitudes. Separating these categories could potentially uncover further influences of personality traits. Finally, a more ecological design with emotion narratives may extend our understanding of the interplay between personality traits and emotion processing; as contexts may provide richer situated simulation and emotional experiences and can better differentiate the two processing stages discussed in this study.

Conclusions

The current study is one of the first neurophysiological reports to show that personality traits matter for the visual recognition of emotional words. High extraversion and high neuroticism orient people toward positive meaning conveyed by words early on, while low extraversion and high neuroticism orient people toward negative experiences later. Although the starting point of this paper and the grouping of the participants were based on traits extraversion and neuroticism in Eyseck’s personality model, it appears that our data are better accounted for based on trait impulsivity and trait anxiety in Gray’s personality theory.
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